
Celebrations & Commemorations

2-3 I can name which type of Islam celebrates which festival.

4-5 I can explain the history behind each festival.

6-7 I can examine how Muslims celebrate each festival.

8-9 I can give reasons as to why each festival is significant and symbolic to a Muslim.

To understand the nature, history and purpose of different Muslim 
celebrations.

Tuesday, 20 October 2020



Design a conversation between a Muslim and a 
non-Muslim explaining the main celebrations in 
Islam and the reasons behind celebrating them. 



By the end of the lesson I will be able to…
Sunni/Shi’a? History: Activities:

Id-ul-Adha

Id-ul-Fitr

Id-ul-Ghadeer

Ashura



Id – ul - adha
All Muslims celebrate this festival.

It is the festival of sacrifice. It remembers the story of Ibrahim & Isma’il.

Ibrahim had a dream that he was sacrificing his son Isma’il, when he told his son about the dream, Isma’il said he would 
sacrifice his own life for his Father & Allah. 

Just before Ibrahim was about to kill his son, God called out to them and told them to stop, and praised them for their 
dedication. “O my son, I see in vision that I offer thee in sacrifice, thou hast already fulfilled thy vision, we reward those 

who do right for he”.

This reminds Muslims to constantly be obedient and devoted to Allah. This celebration was started by Muhammad. 

It happens 10 weeks after Id-ul-Fitr and at the end of Hajj. In memory of the Father & Son, cattle are sacrificed and their 
meat is shared with the poor. 

They are slaughtered using the Halal method. New clothes are worn and families go to the mosque for special prayer. 

They embrace each other and say ‘EId Mubarak’ – which means have a blessed Id, and this symbolises community.



Id – ul – fitr
All Muslims celebrate this festival.

This celebration was also started by Prophet Muhammad and takes place at the end of 
Ramadan, this is when the family will share their first meal during daylight.

It is a joyous occasion when Muslims express their gratefulness to Allah for being able to 
pass through the month that brought many blessings.

New clothes are worn, families go to mosque to offer a special prayer and listen to a 
sermon, gifts are exchanged and food is enjoyed at home or in restaurants. Some Muslims 

go to the go to the cemetery to visit dead relatives.

The head of each family is expected to give money which goes to less fortunate members 
on society so that they are not forgotten on this day.



Id – ul - ghadeer

Only Shi’a Muslims celebrate this.

This is a time to remember the time when (they believe) Muhammad officially declared to 
all Muslims that Ali was to be the leader after him. Ghadeer is the pond where the 

declaration took place. 

“For whoever I was regarded as leader, Ali will be the leader” (Hadith).
Shi’a Muslims believe that this is a clear order to follow the Qur’an and the family of the 

prophet after his death.

Shi’a Muslims are encouraged to fast on this day. A gathering is held at the mosque where 
people recite poetry about the event, and a Muslim scholar gives a speech to remind 

everyone about the importance of this event. 

It is a day of happiness and Shi’a Muslims refer to it as the greatest celebration.



Ashura
Only Shi’a Muslims celebrate this.

This commemorates the death of Muhammad's grandson (Imam Hussain) who was murdered along with his family & 
friends in Karbala (Iraq). He was killed for his beliefs. 

Hussain refused to pledge allegiance to a leader named Yazid because he was going against his teachings of Islam, and he 
was an oppressive ruler. 

Yazid forced Hussain and 72 of his relatives and followers out of Madinah where they lived. Sending an army of 
thousands, Yazid trapped them in the desert of Karbala where they were deprived of water and food. Eventually, Yazid’s

army murdered most of them and took the remaining women & children captive.

Shi’a Muslims hold gatherings at the Mosque, and drape the mosque in black sheets to show mourning, this mourning 
lasts for 40 days. 

Every year, Shi’a Muslims go to Karbala on pilgrimage to visit the shrine of Hussain. Some perform ‘self-flagellation’ 
(hitting yourself with a whip) to express their grief, a lot of Muslim scholars have banned this as it is not acceptable in 

Islam. 

Many young Muslims in the UK donate blood instead to the NHS in memory of Hussain.



By the end of the lesson I will be able to…
Sunni/Shi’a? History: Activities:

Id-ul-Adha

Id-ul-Fitr

Id-ul-Ghadeer

Ashura



The easiest way to remember each 
celebration…

Id ul-Adha (Hajj)

Id ul-Fitr (Ramadan)

Id ul-Ghadeer
(Deer's drink from ponds)

Ashura (self hurt)

(Fasting)



Struggle Task
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